Technology Innovation hub of IIT Delhi
Setup by ————

विज्ञान और प्रौद्योगिकी मंत्रालय
Department of
Science & technology

Ministry of Science & Technology, Govt. of India

Under its
National Mission on Interdisciplinary
Cyber Physical Systems (NM-ICPS)

with an investment of INR 170 Cr (USD 25M)
I-Hub Foundation for Cobotics

incorporated as a section-8 company on June 13, 2020
4 Verticals of IHFC

- Medical
- Agriculture
- Industry
- Defence
Grand Projects

- Healthcare Robotics
- Rehabilitation Robotics
- Medical Simulator
- Human Robot Interaction
- Industry 5.0
- Intelligent Sensing and Secured Communication
- Drone Applications
Creating more value through

Entrepreneurship

Skill Development

Research & Development
IHFC independently engages with industry (nat./int.), funds/invests agencies, external research in academia (includes other hubs)
CoboTalks
Monthly Seminar Series

Reach out
Medical Cobotics Centre

@ Okhla, New Delhi (IIIT Delhi Campus)
Drone Technology Park - DTP

IIT Delhi @Sonepat Campus
Research Area and Domains

Research Areas
- AI / ML
- Sensors / Actuators / IoT
- Vision / AR / VR / XR
- Data Science, Analytics, and Curation

Applications/Platforms
- Agriculture
- Medical/Healthcare
- Robotics/Cobotics
- Autonomous Vehicles / UAVs
- Future Manufacturing